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It is well established that water near surfaces, including macromolecules and biological 

material, is very different from bulk water,' although the degree of ordering and the dis-

tance to which an effect is exerted are still in dispute. Shereshefsky,2 Bernal,3 Derjaguin,4

Drost-Hansen' and others' have argued for an effect of surfaces on water structure at 

distances up to hundreds of Angstroms, or even farther. NMR studies have shown that 

tissue water is more restricted than bulk water, and that the water in young6 or actively 

dividing tissue such as cancer' (which contains a higher than normal percentage of water) 

is more "bulk-like" than the water of more mature and stable tissue. 

Temperature anomalies of enzyme activity have been attributed to solvent effects as 

water undergoes minor phase changes.' Cold-inactivation and cold-activation of certain 

enzymes probably represent extreme cases of such "anomalous" behavior, and at least for 

enzymes with more than one subunit, can be accounted for by the fact that hydrophobic 

bonds tend to be weakened by decreasing temperature.*8-1°

In an earlier paper," we suggested that estrogen may act through an effect on the 

energy charge and the water structure of uterine cells, and that this very general effect 

may explain why various non-specific insults (e.g., radiation,12 possibly hypoxia,13 and 

diverse substances such as carcinogens14 and histamine's ) have an estrogenic effect. Even 

age may have an effect similar to estrogen.16-18

It has recently been brought to our attention (A. R. Larrabee, personal communication) 

that fatty acid synthetase is cold-inactivated, and also that its activity in rat liver drops 

very sharply as early as two hours after feeding is stopped. This inactivation by cold has 

been attributed to dissociation resulting from weakening of hydrophobic bonds at low 

temperature.19 Since lipid is the first substance to increase greatly in concentration in 

the estrogen activated uterus (although other components show very early incorporation 

of label following estrogen stimulation20 ), this fact is extremely interesting in relation to 

* 4 
. remember that thermal energy [kT] tends to disorder structures and, conversely, a lower-

ing in temperature will increase the ordering." Drost-Hansen, Ref. 1, p. 186. 
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our proposal that estrogen increases the "structural temperature" of cell water, and so 

would tend to activate the cold-inactivated enzymes. The other cold-inactivated enzymes 

from various organisms and tissues include pyruvate kinase,21 glutamate dehydrogenase, 

ATPase, arginosuccinase, glycogen phosphorylase, pyruvate carboxylase, glucose-6-phos-

phate dehydrogenase, 1713-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase,8 acetyl CoA carboxylase,22

and the "muscle" or electrophoretically slow moving isozyme of lactic dehydrogenase,23'24

which would also be suitable for regulating pathway changes involved in cellular activation. 

For example, phosphorylase activity is promoted by estrogen treatment.25 Glycogen 

breakdown can be rate-limiting for glycolysis.26

Estrogen stimulation, hypoxia, and carcinogenesis involve an increased proportion of 

the "muscle" isozyme of lactic dehydrogenase, which represents a useful adaptation to 

a glycolytic production of pyruvate that is larger than can be oxidized by the mitochond-

ria or otherwise disposed of, since this isozyme can continue to oxidize NADH and reduce 
pyruvate even in the presence of high concentrations of pyruvate.27

Entropic activation of pyruvate carboxylase could tend to increase fixation of carbon 

dioxide28 and production of oxaloacetate, which by transamination would increase aspar-

tate concentration. According to Jervell et al.29 the labeled aspartate pool (from H14CO3) 

is increased by estrogen to a greater extent than that of glutamate, suggesting that it, and 

its a-keto acid, oxaloacetate, are near the point of CO2 fixation. 

Barker and Warren3° showed that the glucose-6-phosphate oxidation pathway is imme-

diately activated by estrogen, yet the specific activity of glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogen-

ase and 6-phosphogluconate dehydrogenase decreased for the first six hours. Activation 

of these enzymes and raising of the NADP/NADPH ratio by the estrogen activated trans-

hydrogenase, or by lactic dehydrogenase,31 and even CO2 fixation could contribute to 

the acceleration of this process. 

It has been found that estrogen binding capacity of the uterine "receptor" molecule 

is considerably reduced at low temperature, and that the binding capacity is restored by 

raising the temperature,2° and Talwar et al.32 reported that the rate of binding of estrogen 

to a soluble uterine fraction increases with incubation time as well as with temperature, 

indicating a kind of cooperative interaction. It has been proposed that this change of 

binding might represent a temperature dependent transfer to the nuclear receptor, but 

Talwar's use of a "purified" extract argues against this view. The data relating to temper-

ature effects on binding are consistent with the idea of a phase shift promoted by estro-

gen. Ling33 has reported that progesterone increases the potassium selectivity of myome-

trium. Cone and Tongier35 and Orr et al.36 have found that the Na+ /K+ ratio can very 

rapidly affect mitosis and DNA synthesis. Mueller et al.37 observed that incubation in 

Eagle's medium can mimic estrogen stimulation. Such considerations suggest that it might 
be worthwhile to study the receptor protein as a possible initiator of phase transition, as 

an alternative to the view that it primarily serves to transfer estrogen to the nucleus. 
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Enge138 has reported that one of his estrogen activated transhydrogenases has an affin-

ity and specificity for estrogen comparable to that of the "receptor" protein, although 

the 1713-estradiol dehydrogenase has a lower affinity. If an intracellular enzyme binds 

estrogen and has its function modified by it, it is a receptor, but there is no evidence 

that the well known "9 S" receptor has enzyme activity. One of the seemingly well estab-

lished "coenzyme" functions of estrogen is in the estrogen activated NADH oxidase func-

tion of peroxidase.39 Peroxidase is "induced" in the uterus by estrogen treatment.4°

Temple et a1.41 found that the oxidase behaved "like an induced enzyme," except that 

"oxidase activity was stimulated by the administration of estradiol to oophorectomized 

rats in two hours, when net protein synthesis cannot be detected." "Receptor" protein 

is also "induced" by estrogen.42'43 Whatever the relation of "receptor" to estrogen acti-

vated enzymes might be, the apparent oxygen wasting effect of the estrogen activated 

oxidase would help account for estrogen's ability to lower the Pasteur effect44 and to 

lower the p02 of the uterine lumen,45 and this effect would be compatible with the 

above mentioned diversion of pyruvate to oxaloacetate (which would tend to inhibit 

succinic dehydrogenase) and with the shift45 toward M isozymes of LDH, which appears 

to correspond to hypoxia and would also divert pyruvate from oxidation. A consequent 

reduction of the energy charge might cause the phase change, or damage to structure as 

suggested by Warburg.46 Racker47 has recently proposed that increased temperature or 

altered pH may be involved in activation of the glycolytic pathway in cancer, and suggests 

increased hydrolysis of ATP as a possible cause. It was Racker who first observed that 

mitochondrial ATPase is cold-inactivated, and he has also pointed out that damage to 

mitochondria can reveal very high levels of ATPase activity. 

Other physiological processes that might be accounted for by an entropic modification 

of protein association and enzyme activity include: 

(a) ammonia formation by stimulated nerve,48 muscle,49 and uterus,5° since gluta-

mate dehydrogenase is among the known cold-inactivated enzymes and these 

tissues51-53 seem to undergo a water phase change when stimulated; 

(b) estrogen stimulation of water uptake, by a thermo-molecular pressure effect,54

because of increased metabolic rate55 and possible change of heat conductivity,' 

or by a more direct effect on gel structure; 

(c) estrogen's effect of increasing ATPase activity of the uterus,56 which might relate 

to the increased myometrial reactivity in the estrogen dominated uterus; 
(d) microtubule formation, since these seem to be cold sensitive;57 also, H. Nemet-

schek-Gansler,58 in describing the ultrastructure of the myometrium under the 

influence of estrogen says that the appearance "suggests a high degree of de-

polymerization of the contractile proteins," and that progesterone produces 

something like syneresis, implying altered protein-water interaction; 
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(e) vernalization.' This is a process involving an actual and large temperature differ-

ence rather than merely a structural difference. Cold-activation of enzymes 

would be the expected mechanism. 

Abdulla and McFarlane59 suggest that since a pyrophosphatase is activated or "induced" 

on the surface of platelets by collagen, and inhibited by NaF, this enzyme may belong 

to a class of enzymes activated by solvent structure. It has been proposed that association 

in some cases blocks active sites. In such cases increased solvent structure would increase 

activity or lower substrate specificity, if it weakened hydrophobic bonds. (Xanthine oxi-

date is well known as a cold-activated enzyme,6° possibly involving such a mechanism.) 
Since pyrophosphatases are involved in establishing equilibria favorable to synthesis of 

protein (amino acid activation), RNA, and DNA, and oxidation of fatty acids, the con-

cept of activation by solvent structure would imply that these processes belong to a later 

period in cell activation, in which a certain degree of order has been restored. The known 

schedule of syntheses following estrogen stimulation is consistent with this view. Either 

androgen or progesterone, which can increase metabolic "efficiency,5161,62 would proba-

bly be involved at this stage. Progesterone's thermogenic28 and anesthetic63 effe-ts seem 

significant in this context. A theory recently proposed64-66 for control of enzyme levels 

could account for apparent induction or repression by cytoplasmic stabilization of some 

proteins, and by destabilization of others. 

This entropic and energetic interpretation presents dedifferentiation as a simple, stable, 

and general change of state. Differentiation remains as a highly individualized process, 

depending on a precise history and environment of each cell. However, the simplicity of 

this view of dedifferentiation suggests a relatively small number of points at which effec-

tive intervention might be made in altering the course of carcinogenesis. It also suggests 

possible new approaches to fertility, sterility, and aging. 
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